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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.
Step 1
First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome
works best
Step 2
Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a
default page like the one below
Step 3
Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the
appy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by
step
Step 4
Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake
Step 5
Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens when
you change something, learn by doing
Step 6
Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one
Step 7
When you move onto section 2 making the appy bird game then it is a
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything.
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you
Pixels
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When you rst open up the web page in the browser you get a default
page like this
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Looking at the buttons
Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most.
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are
not sure then leave everything to the default settings.
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Introduction
We are going to train a Neural Network with pixels as inputs. Where it will
be able to classify whether you are in the video or not. For this you will
need a webcam, either built into your computer or laptop, or external. You
need to have it trained on you.
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AI 3.1 index.html
Adding the line of code for ml5.js in the index.html
<script src="https://unpkg.com/ml5@latest/dist/ml5.min.js"></script>

index.html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.1.9/p5.js"></script>
<script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.1.9/addons/p5.sound.min.js"></script>
<script src="https://unpkg.com/ml5@latest/dist/
ml5.min.js"></script>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css">
<meta charset="utf-8" />

</head>
<body>
<script src="sketch.js"></script>
</body>
</html>
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AI 3.2 getting the video feed
This will use the computer/laptop webcam (or external webcam if not built
in), if you run the sketch below it will ask for your permission to use the
webcam. Click allow/yes.
sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 10
let ready = false

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
}

function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

Notes
The ready variable is a boolean true or false for when the video is ready,
it initialised as false for obvious reasons.
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AI 3.3 blocky image
In draw we take the pixels from the video image, remember it is currently
10 pixels by 10 pixels (so very small) and draw them on the canvas as a
nice blocky image. Much of this but was covered in section A7 Media.
sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 10
let ready = false

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
}

function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

function draw()
{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
let w = width / videoSize
video.loadPixels()
for (let x = 0; x < video.width; x++)
{
Pixels
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for (let y = 0; y < video.height; y++)
{
let index = (x + y * video.width) * 4
let r = video.pixels[index + 0]
let g = video.pixels[index + 1]
let b = video.pixels[index + 2]
noStroke()
fill(r, g, b)
rect(x * w, y * w, w, w)
}
}
}
}

Notes
You should get a nice blocky (pixelated) image like so (that is me by the
way)

I’ve never looked so good

Pixels
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AI 3.4 adding the brain
Adding a brain, we could’ve called it model as we did in the previous
examples for classi cation and regression but this sounds less boring.
The inputs are the number of pixels times three (r, g, b for each pixel)
which means there are 300 inputs. Outputs are two either you are in shot
or not (h = here, a = absent)
sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 10
let ready = false
let pixelBrain

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true
}
pixelBrain = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
}

function videoReady()
{
12 of 55
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ready = true
}

function draw()
{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
let w = width / videoSize
video.loadPixels()
for (let x = 0; x < video.width; x++)
{
for (let y = 0; y < video.height; y++)
{
let index = (x + y * video.width) * 4
let r = video.pixels[index + 0]
let g = video.pixels[index + 1]
let b = video.pixels[index + 2]
noStroke()
fill(r, g, b)
rect(x * w, y * w, w, w)
}
}
}
}

Pixels
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AI 3.5 collect the data
Now you are going to collect the data. The data is the pixels with you in
the video and you not in the video. In our example I suggest collecting 10
images of each.
The label is what key is pressed, i.e. (a = absent) not in front of the
camera and (h = here) in front of the camera (two outputs).
You are going to create a function called addExample() that will assign a
label (the key pressed a/h) and add the data to the neural network.
We are also going to atten the data into one array called inputs. A neural
network just works with numbers and each input is a number, a value. So
you are creating an array of inputs. There is no reference to where each
of those pixels are, all it wants is numbers, data all in a single row.
This is what makes a neural network so interesting and why it nds it hard
to tell the difference between a cat and dog, all it has to go on is a list of
numbers between 0 and 1.

sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 10
let ready = false
let pixelBrain

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
AI part 3
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outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true
}
pixelBrain = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
}

function keyPressed()
{
addExample(key)
}

function addExample(label)
{
let inputs = []
video.loadPixels()
for (let i = 0; i < video.pixels.length; i += 4)
{
let r = video.pixels[i + 0]
let g = video.pixels[i + 1]
let b = video.pixels[i + 2]
inputs.push(r, g, b)
}
let target = [label]
console.log(inputs, target)
pixelBrain.addData(inputs, target)
}

function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

Pixels
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function draw()
{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
let w = width / videoSize
video.loadPixels()
for (let x = 0; x < video.width; x++)
{
for (let y = 0; y < video.height; y++)
{
let index = (x + y * video.width) * 4
let r = video.pixels[index + 0]
let g = video.pixels[index + 1]
let b = video.pixels[index + 2]
noStroke()
fill(r, g, b)
rect(x * w, y * w, w, w)
}
}
}
}

Notes
Once the pixelated image appears (click on the image) and press h once
and the a once. You should get an idea of what the inputs and outputs look
like in the console panel. See below
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More notes
This shows you the kind of data the neural network is going to be trained
on. We will be giving it 10 of each. All it sees is numbers, the values of the
r, g, and b for each pixels and that the whole lot of numbers refers to a
letter, ‘h’ or ‘a’. It has no other concept of what it is looking at.
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AI 3.6 train the model
Now train the model once the data is collected. Don’t forget to normalise
the data by simply dividing by 255 because we know each colour range for
each pixel is between 0 and 255.
Change this line: console.log(inputs.length, target), so at least you know if
you are collecting data
Press ‘h’ 10 times (here in the video)
Press ‘a’ 10 times (absent from the video)
Press ’t’ to train the model
sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 10
let ready = false
let pixelBrain

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true
}
pixelBrain = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
}
Pixels
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function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('training complete')
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
pixelBrain.train({epochs: 50}, finishedTraining)
}
else
{
addExample(key)
}
}

function addExample(label)
{
let inputs = []
video.loadPixels()
for (let i = 0; i < video.pixels.length; i += 4)
{
let r = video.pixels[i + 0] / 255
let g = video.pixels[i + 1] / 255
let b = video.pixels[i + 2] / 255
inputs.push(r, g, b)
}
let target = [label]
console.log(inputs.length, target)
pixelBrain.addData(inputs, target)
}
Pixels
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function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

function draw()
{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
let w = width / videoSize
video.loadPixels()
for (let x = 0; x < video.width; x++)
{
for (let y = 0; y < video.height; y++)
{
let index = (x + y * video.width) * 4
let r = video.pixels[index + 0]
let g = video.pixels[index + 1]
let b = video.pixels[index + 2]
noStroke()
fill(r, g, b)
rect(x * w, y * w, w, w)
}
}
}
}

Pixels
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This is what the training loss looks
like (yours may/will be different)
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AI 3.7 classify
Here we are going to classify the video and write the result on the canvas.
There is a lot of redundancy where lines of code are repeated, this is not
great coding but since it needs to be clear what is happening rather than
ef cient then it is what it is.
sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 10
let ready = false
let pixelBrain
let label = ''

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true
}
pixelBrain = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('training complete')

fi
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classifyVideo()
}

function classifyVideo()
{
let inputs = []
video.loadPixels()
for (let i = 0; i < video.pixels.length; i += 4)
{
let r = video.pixels[i + 0] / 255
let g = video.pixels[i + 1] / 255
let b = video.pixels[i + 2] / 255
inputs.push(r, g, b)
}
pixelBrain.classify(inputs, gotResults)
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
return
}
label = results[0].label
classifyVideo()
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
pixelBrain.train({epochs: 50}, finishedTraining)
}
Pixels
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else
{
addExample(key)
}
}

function addExample(label)
{
let inputs = []
video.loadPixels()
for (let i = 0; i < video.pixels.length; i += 4)
{
let r = video.pixels[i + 0] / 255
let g = video.pixels[i + 1] / 255
let b = video.pixels[i + 2] / 255
inputs.push(r, g, b)
}
let target = [label]
console.log(inputs.length, target)
pixelBrain.addData(inputs, target)
}

function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

function draw()
{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
let w = width / videoSize
Pixels
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video.loadPixels()
for (let x = 0; x < video.width; x++)
{
for (let y = 0; y < video.height; y++)
{
let index = (x + y * video.width) * 4
let r = video.pixels[index + 0]
let g = video.pixels[index + 1]
let b = video.pixels[index + 2]
noStroke()
fill(r, g, b)
rect(x * w, y * w, w, w)
}
}
}
if (label == 'h')
{
textSize(50)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
fill(255)
text(‘HERE', width/2, height/2)
}
else
{
textSize(50)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
fill(255)
text(‘ABSENT', width/2, height/2)
}
}

Pixels
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You should get something like this
(now you see me)

Now you don’t
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AI 3.8 save the data
Next up we will save the data so we can reuse it at will. So add the save
data code which we use the ’s’ key to save a data.json le.
You should be familiar with uploading the data.json le once downloaded to
your computer.
sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 10
let ready = false
let pixelBrain
let label = ''

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true
}
pixelBrain = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('training complete')
classifyVideo()
AI part 3
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function classifyVideo()
{
let inputs = []
video.loadPixels()
for (let i = 0; i < video.pixels.length; i += 4)
{
let r = video.pixels[i + 0] / 255
let g = video.pixels[i + 1] / 255
let b = video.pixels[i + 2] / 255
inputs.push(r, g, b)
}
pixelBrain.classify(inputs, gotResults)
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
return
}
label = results[0].label
classifyVideo()
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
pixelBrain.train({epochs: 50}, finishedTraining)
}
else if (key == 's')
{
Pixels
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pixelBrain.saveData('data')
}
else
{
addExample(key)
}
}

function addExample(label)
{
let inputs = []
video.loadPixels()
for (let i = 0; i < video.pixels.length; i += 4)
{
let r = video.pixels[i + 0] / 255
let g = video.pixels[i + 1] / 255
let b = video.pixels[i + 2] / 255
inputs.push(r, g, b)
}
let target = [label]
console.log(inputs.length, target)
pixelBrain.addData(inputs, target)
}

function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

function draw()
{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
Pixels
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let w = width / videoSize
video.loadPixels()
for (let x = 0; x < video.width; x++)
{
for (let y = 0; y < video.height; y++)
{
let index = (x + y * video.width) * 4
let r = video.pixels[index + 0]
let g = video.pixels[index + 1]
let b = video.pixels[index + 2]
noStroke()
fill(r, g, b)
rect(x * w, y * w, w, w)
}
}
}
if (label == 'h')
{
textSize(50)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
fill(255)
text(‘HERE', width/2, height/2)
}
else
{
textSize(50)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
fill(255)
text(‘ABSENT', width/2, height/2)
}
}

Pixels
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Notes
Once you have saved and downloaded your data.json
the lines of code:

le you can remove

else if (key == 's')
{
pixelBrain.saveData('data')
}
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AI 3.9 loading the data
Saving and loading the data from the previous sketch, the data.json
uploaded to the data folder in the sketch. It is then retrained.

le is

sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 10
let ready = false
let pixelBrain
let label = ''

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true
}
pixelBrain = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
pixelBrain.loadData('data/data.json', loaded)
}

function loaded()
{
console.log(‘data loaded’)
}

function finishedTraining()
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{
console.log('training complete')
classifyVideo()
}

function classifyVideo()
{
let inputs = []
video.loadPixels()
for (let i = 0; i < video.pixels.length; i += 4)
{
let r = video.pixels[i + 0] / 255
let g = video.pixels[i + 1] / 255
let b = video.pixels[i + 2] / 255
inputs.push(r, g, b)
}
pixelBrain.classify(inputs, gotResults)
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
return
}
label = results[0].label
classifyVideo()
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{

Pixels
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pixelBrain.train({epochs: 50}, finishedTraining)
}
else
{
addExample(key)
}
}

function addExample(label)
{
let inputs = []
video.loadPixels()
for (let i = 0; i < video.pixels.length; i += 4)
{
let r = video.pixels[i + 0] / 255
let g = video.pixels[i + 1] / 255
let b = video.pixels[i + 2] / 255
inputs.push(r, g, b)
}
let target = [label]
console.log(inputs.length, target)
pixelBrain.addData(inputs, target)
}

function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

function draw()
{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
Pixels
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let w = width / videoSize
video.loadPixels()
for (let x = 0; x < video.width; x++)
{
for (let y = 0; y < video.height; y++)
{
let index = (x + y * video.width) * 4
let r = video.pixels[index + 0]
let g = video.pixels[index + 1]
let b = video.pixels[index + 2]
noStroke()
fill(r, g, b)
rect(x * w, y * w, w, w)
}
}
}
if (label == 'h')
{
textSize(50)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
fill(255)
text('here', width/2, height/2)
}
else
{
textSize(50)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
fill(255)
text('absent', width/2, height/2)
}
}

Pixels
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Notes
After it is loaded then train it to see the results(remember to click on the
canvas rst) I repeated this four times and got four very different results
with the same data. This demonstrates that the initial weights are random
each time giving quite different results. None of them are brilliant. One of
the issues may be to do with the con guration of the layers, but most
likely is the lack of data. We only used 10 of each, to get more, say 100 is
laborious and time consuming yet this is what people do to get good and
useful data.
Training #1

Training #2
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Training #3

Training #4

Challenges
1 Try different number of layers, nodes (hidden), learning rates, activation
functions (sigmoid instead of relu).
2 Collect more than 10 images and use more data for training.
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AI 3.10 automatic training
Let us go the whole hog and train automatically once the data is loaded,
also we will give it 100 epochs and see the results. Remove the function
keyPressed() and function addExample(label) altogether
sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 10
let ready = false
let pixelBrain
let label = ''

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true
}
pixelBrain = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
pixelBrain.loadData('data/data.json', loaded)
}

function loaded()
{
console.log(‘data loaded’)
pixelBrain.train({epochs: 100}, finishedTraining)
Pixels
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}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('training complete')
classifyVideo()
}

function classifyVideo()
{
let inputs = []
video.loadPixels()
for (let i = 0; i < video.pixels.length; i += 4)
{
let r = video.pixels[i + 0] / 255
let g = video.pixels[i + 1] / 255
let b = video.pixels[i + 2] / 255
inputs.push(r, g, b)
}
pixelBrain.classify(inputs, gotResults)
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
return
}
label = results[0].label
classifyVideo()
}

function videoReady()
Pixels
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{
ready = true
}

function draw()
{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
let w = width / videoSize
video.loadPixels()
for (let x = 0; x < video.width; x++)
{
for (let y = 0; y < video.height; y++)
{
let index = (x + y * video.width) * 4
let r = video.pixels[index + 0]
let g = video.pixels[index + 1]
let b = video.pixels[index + 2]
noStroke()
fill(r, g, b)
rect(x * w, y * w, w, w)
}
}
}
if (label == 'h')
{
textSize(50)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
fill(255)
text('here', width/2, height/2)
}
else
Pixels
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{
textSize(50)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
fill(255)
text('absent', width/2, height/2)
}
}

Notes
Not wonderful but we can play around with the hyperparameters next to
see if we can make any improvements.
100 epochs
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The Hyperparameters
Now let’s have a play and see what difference it makes changing some of
the hyperparameters. We will stick with the current data set of 10 images
for each (I will leave you do redo it with more images).
I will just show the options code for brevity.

Pixels
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AI 3.11 now 64 nodes
Number of nodes increase in the hidden layer from 16 to 64
sketch.js
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true,
layers: [
{
type: 'dense',
units: 64,
activation: 'relu'
},
{
type: 'dense',
activation: 'softmax'
}
]
}

Notes
This brings a slight improvement. You can put any number of nodes in from
1 upwards. Usually they are factors of 2 e.g. 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 etc. They
don’t have to be it is just a bit of a convention.
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64 nodes in single hidden layer
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AI 3.12 two hidden layers
Adding another layer of 64 nodes
sketch.js
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true,
layers: [
{
type: 'dense',
units: 64,
activation: 'relu'
},
{
type: 'dense',
units: 64,
activation: 'relu'
},
{
type: 'dense',
activation: 'softmax'
}
]
}

Notes
I think it made it worse, certainly not a great improvement
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Two hidden layers
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AI 3.13 learning rate
Playing with the learning rate
sketch.js
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true,
learningRate: 0.05,
layers: [
{
type: 'dense',
units: 64,
activation: 'relu'
},
{
type: 'dense',
units: 64,
activation: 'relu'
},
{
type: 'dense',
activation: 'softmax'
}
]
}
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Notes
The learning rate can be anything from 10 through to 0.0001. If it is too
big then the steps are too large and it may well miss the minimum loss
(cost). Too small and the steps never get there or if they do then they may
take a very long time.

Learning rate 0.05
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AI 3.14 sigmoid activation
Change the activation function to sigmoid (and the number of epochs to
200)
sketch.js
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true,
learningRate: 0.05,
layers: [
{
type: 'dense',
units: 64,
activation: 'sigmoid'
},
{
type: 'dense',
units: 64,
activation: 'sigmoid'
},
{
type: 'dense',
activation: 'softmax'
}
]
}

Notes
This is not great as you can see but look what happens when we change
the learning rate
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Sigmoid Activation Function
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AI 3.15 a better learning rate
Changing the learning rate to 0.5
sketch.js
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true,
learningRate: 0.5,
layers: [
{
type: 'dense',
units: 64,
activation: 'sigmoid'
},
{
type: 'dense',
units: 64,
activation: 'sigmoid'
},
{
type: 'dense',
activation: 'softmax'
}
]
}

Notes
You can have a mixture of activation functions for different layers.
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Sigmoid and learning rate 0.5
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AI 3.16 only 8 nodes
Finally reducing the number of nodes to 8
sketch.js
let options = {
inputs: videoSize * videoSize * 3,
outputs: 2,
task: 'classification',
debug: true,
learningRate: 0.5,
layers: [
{
type: 'dense',
units: 8,
activation: 'sigmoid'
},
{
type: 'dense',
units: 8,
activation: 'sigmoid'
},
{
type: 'dense',
activation: 'softmax'
}
]
}
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Notes
Keeping it small and simple seems to have a much better effect. This may
be because of the lack of data, if the neural network is very large it sort
of swallows the data and becomes inef cient. It hasn’t so much a learned
as memorised the data. This is a big problem when you show it something it
hasn’t seen before. Bigger isn’t always better.
Hidden nodes 8
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Twiddling and tweaking
There is no end to changing the parameters and in Python, Keras,
TensorFlow for example you can do a lot more optimising, so for much of it
is trial and error. After a while you will get a feel for what works and
what doesn’t.
Remember that with very large datasets you could be waiting for days to
train your network only to nd it didn’t work, either over- tting (learned
too well on the data you provided) or under- tting (very poor model)
So with ml5 so far you can change
- The activation functions
- Then learning rate
- The number of epochs
- The number of hidden layers
- The number of nodes in each hidden layer
You can have different activation functions for different layers, and you
can have different number of nodes for each separate layer.
My advice is to play around as much as possible to see what works and
what doesn’t, but critically the more data you have the better, I will
rephrase that the more ‘good’ data you have the better.
The model can only be as good as the data you give it and neural networks
are very data hungry, the only downside is that it can take a long time to
train, test and validate.
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